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Hello darlings 

It is day 67 of Snippets of Encouragement, and I have a question for you today. Do 

you love yourself? 

Well of course, I love myself you may say, but do you really? 

I am not asking you this question to make you feel wretched about yourself or 

doubt your relationship with yourself, I am curious to know how love shows up in my 

life, and in yours. 

I am currently reading A Return to Love by Marianne Williamson. If you are not 

familiar with her work, she is an expert on The Course of Miracles and has written 

many spiritually enlightened books over the years.  

A return to love shares her insights into how the practical application of love every 

day can provide an answer to the problems that confront us, whether these are in 

our relationships, our careers or our health. 

Marianne speaks of how God is Love and that our understanding of God is 

created in our own imaginations and image, not based on the truth of what is. 

She speaks of how we are all children of God and that we come from love but 

that we have forgotten this. We have separated ourselves from love and therefore 

live in our own versions of hell. She likens us to sunbeams who think we’re separate 

from the sun and waves thinking we are separate from the ocean. 

However just as a sunbeam can’t 

separate itself from the sun or a wave 

can’t separate itself from the ocean, we 

can’t separate ourselves from the love of 

God or one another. 

That is such a powerful image don’t you 

think? 

When I think about what love is and how 

I express is and experience it I realise I 

have so far yet to go in fully 

comprehending and experiencing the 

depths of love. I heard a brilliant quote 

from Jada Pinkett-Smith. She said, the 

colour of love is blue it is not red. What 

she means by this is that everywhere we look love is depicted as red or pink, 

meaning something explosive and passionate and yet she says that love is none of 

that, it is blue, it is peace. 

Just as we are sunbeams who can’t be separated from the sun, love is peace or 

bliss. 
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On two occasions in my life, I have experienced blissful love that we cannot 

imagine with our minds. The first time was when I did a past life regression and I 

found myself in the space before coming into this life. It was like nothing I have 

ever experienced before; it was utter bliss and peace. It was pure love. 

The next time we a few years ago on the 10th and last day of a Vipassana silent 

meditation retreat. We were led into the final meditation together and what I 

experienced was a unity with all life on earth that was utter love and bliss. I felt as if 

my heart would explode. 

In my own life, I have not yet reached the stage where I can connect into this love 

so effortlessly and yet I know it is possible. I know that love, meaning divine love is 

right next to us; we simply have to return to it. 

I am not one hundred percent sure how to do that to be honest. I think it involves 

letting go of my ego, my separated self, the part that has disconnected from God 

and attached itself into fear. I think it’s unlearning what I hold to be true, it’s 

allowing myself to surrender and allow God. It is a willingness to allow love in, and 

today I would like to encourage you to allow more love in. This is where we are 

whole, this is where we are at peace. 

 

If you’ve enjoyed reading this snippet of encouragement there are three things 

you can do. SHARE it with a friend. ENCOURAGE another person today. SIGN UP 

using http://eepurl.com/dIt8Fj to receive the Snippets live to your inbox each day. 

 

 


